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Abstract. We consider a ‘hat problem’ in which each player has a randomly
placed stack of black and white hats on their heads,visible to the other player,

but not the wearer. Each player must guess a hat position on their head

with the goal of both players guessing a white hat. We address the question
of finding the optimal strategy, i.e., the one with the highest probability of

winning, for this game. We provide an overview of prior work on this question,

and describe several strategies that give the best known lower bound on the
probability of winning. We also show a general method of obtaining upper

bounds and explicitly compute some upper bounds.

1. Introduction

The puzzle which we investigate here was proposed by Lionel Levine, and arose
from his work with Tobias Friedrich on [FL13]. We use the following wording due
to Tanya Khovanova [Kho11]:

Two players each have countably many hats put on their heads.
Each hat is either black or white with equal probability. Further-
more, the players are only able to see the hats on the other person’s
head. Simultaneously each player points to a hat on their own head.
They win if both players pick out a white hat.

This is equivalent to the following game: Two players, who are allowed to have
a strategy session beforehand, are placed in different rooms and given a very long
string of random bits. After perusing finitely many bits, they must name a position
on their partner’s bit string, and they win if both of those positions contain a ”1”
bit. What strategy gives them their best chance of succeeding?

More generally, hat games involve multiple players each with some coloured hats
on their head, where the colours depend on some known distributions. Some players
can see the hats on some other players’ heads and it is generally common knowledge
who can see whom. The object of the game is usually for each player to correctly
guess some property about the hats on their own head, which they cannot see.
There are a number of variations of such puzzles, dating from at least 1961 (see,
for example, [HT08]). Several surveys on hat problems have been written, such as
[Krz10]; see also [BHDT08], which highlight applications of hat problems to various
applied areas, for example: coding theory [Ber01] and auction theory [AFV+05].
Some popular articles have also been written on hat problems: see, for example,
[Rob01, Win01, Buh02].

The question is what is the optimal strategy for this game? It should be noted
that each individual player will pick a white hat with probability one half regardless
of the strategy employed. The challenge then is to correlate their choices. At a
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first glance, it may seem that there is no strategy with better than random (0.25)
chance of winning. This can be quickly discounted by the following simple strategy:

Each player looks for the first white hat on the partner’s head and
chooses the corresponding hat on his or her own head.

Observe that if both players have a white hat first (0.25 chance) then they win, if
the two first hats are different (0.5 chance) then they lose, and if the two first hats
are both black (0.25 chance) then effectively they replay the game with the first hat
removed. So, we see that the chance of winning is x = 0.25 + 0.25 · x, so x = 1/3.

In the work of Friedrich and Levine, the fact that there is a strategy that performs
better than random was equivalent to the fact that the algorithm they were studying
produced a biased sample.

In this paper we consider the more general problem in which the probability of a
white hat in any place is some fixed p, where p ∈ [0, 1]. This generalization enables
us to distinguish strategies that have the same success rate at p = 1/2, by showing
that their success rates differ for other values of p. As is usual we set q = 1 − p.
Using the strategy above gives a probability of winning as p

2−p , which comes from

the equation x = p2 + (1− p)2x.

Similarly, we can obtain a probability of winning of 2p2

1+p by having each player

choose the hat on their head corresponding to the first black hat on the other
player’s head. It is easy to check that this strategy is as good as the above one for
p = 1

2 , but does better for 1
2 < p < 1 and worse for 0 < p < 1

2 .
Given a strategy S, we denote by VS(p) the probability of winning for the strategy

S in the game with probability p of any hat being white. Then, define V (p) :=
sup{VS(p) : S is any strategy}. Intuitively, this is the probability of winning under
optimal play.

A lower bound of 0.35 for V ( 1
2 ) is shown here for p = 1

2 . The previous best result

was a lower bound of 0.349 for V ( 1
2 ), as communicated to the authors by Lionel

Levine, due to Uri Zwick. The following theorem summarizes the results we obtain
here for lower bounds for V (p).

Theorem A. For the game described above with probability p of each hat being
white, there is a strategy that gives the following lower bound on V (p):

(1)
p(1 + p+ p2 + 3p3 − 3p4 + p5)

(1 + p)(2− p)(1 + p2)
≤ V (p) for p ≤ 1

2 ;

(2)
p(1 + 5p− 10p2 + 10p3 − 5p4 + p5)

(2− 2p+ p2)(1 + p)(2− p)
≤ V (p) for 1

2 ≤ p.

The curve given by this theorem is provided in Figure 1.

Theorem B. There exist at least four distinct strategies that provide the current
optimal result of VS( 1

2 ) = 0.35.

We construct the four strategies mentioned above, which we will denote S1, S2,
S3 and S4, in Section 2. We provide their respective win rates here for the readers’
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convenience.

VS1(p) =
p(1 + p+ p2 + 3p3 − 3p4 + p5)

2 + p+ p2 + p3 − p4

VS2
(p) =

p(1− p+ p2 + p3)

2− 3p+ 3p2

VS3(p) =
p(1 + 5p− 10p2 + 10p3 − 5p4 + p5)

(2− 2p+ p2)(1 + p)(2− p)

VS4
(p) = p(1+7p−21p2+35p3−20p4−14p5+40p6−48p7+40p8−22p9+7p10−p11)

(1−p+p2)(1+p−p2)(2−2p+p2)(1+p2)(1+p)(2−p) .

The win rates of S1, S2 and S3 are computed in detail in Section 3, the computation
for S4 follows the outline of the one for S1, but since it is never more successful
than S2, it is omitted for the sake of brevity.

An upper bound on V ( 1
2 ) was obtained by Noga Alon and others and his proof

is generalized here to obtain upper bounds for V (p) where p = a
b for a, b ∈ N,

a < b. Furthermore a general (although super-exponentially expensive) method of
finding progressively tighter upper bounds is obtained, along with a proof that these
bounds become arbitarily close to certain lower bounds. The following theorems
show the best results so far.

Theorem C. For the game described above with probability p of each hat being
white the following upper bounds on V (p) are given:

(i) For rational p =
a

b
≤ 1

2
we have V

(a
b

)
≤ a

b
−
(

1− a

b

)(b
a) (a

b

)
(ii) For rational p =

a

b
≥ 1

2
we have V

(a
b

)
≤ a

b
−
(a
b

)(b
a) (

1− a

b

)
(iii) A general method of finding sharper bounds is shown and the below listed

upper bounds for specific values of p are demonstrated
– V ( 1

3 ) ≤ 0.22130772748056718

– V ( 1
2 ) ≤ 0.3616071 = 81

224

– V ( 2
3 ) ≤ 0.5546410608139003

Theorem D. An algorithm for finding arbitarily good upper bounds on V (p) for
rational p exists. More formally in the notation of Section 4, we show:

lim
m→∞

V (Um,p)− V (Lm,p) = 0

The bound in Theorem C (i) and (ii) are strongest when a/b is given in lowest

terms and in the case that
(
b
a

)
is small.

Select upper bounds from Theorem C are pictured by dots in Figure 1.
Through exhaustive search, the authors know that there are no symmetric strate-

gies with 4 hats on each player’s head that gives success rate greater than 0.35.
Furthermore, using hill-climbing algorithms on both symmetric and non-symmetric
strategies, the authors were unable to find any strategy with greater success rate
for up to 12 hats. This leads us to believe

Conjecture 1.1. There is no strategy on finitely many hats that provides a success
rate of greater than 0.35 when p = 1

2 .
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Figure 1: Bounds on V (p)

2. Constructing Strategies

The strategies described in this section are based on ones found by a computer
search for the simplified game with only finitely many hats on each player’s head.
In particular, an exhaustive search was run to find the optimal strategy with three
hats and the optimal ‘symmetric’ strategy with four hats (i.e., both players have
identical strategy). Beyond these two cases, the authors ran hill-climbing and
genetic algorithms for up to 12 hats and no strategies were found with better
performance than the ones described here. In Section 2.1 we describe the outcome
of the search of strategies with only three hats, and then in Section 2.2 we adapt the
results to obtain best known strategies for infinitely many hats. For related work
on applying genetic algorithms to hat problems, see [BGK02], which considers a
different hat game.

2.1. Strategy with Three Hats. To describe our strategies it is useful to first
consider the special case of the hats game in which each player has only 3 hats on
their head. Optimal strategies in this case were found by comprehensive search of

all possible strategies. With three hats each, there are 32
3

strategies available to
each player. This means that there are 316 ≈ 4.3 × 107 total strategies available.
We used a computer to examine all of these yielding 972 optimal strategies, each
with success rate of 22/64 in the case p = 1

2 .
We then consider the following equivalence of strategies:

(1) If one player (A) has all hats of a single colour, then their partner’s strategy
makes no difference, since (A) will either always point to a white hat or
always point to a black hat.

(2) Consider each player’s strategy as a map fi : 2{1,2,3} → {1, 2, 3}, where
2{1,2,3} is the collection of subsets of {1, 2, 3} corresponding to the white
hats on the partner’s head, and the output is the hat on player i’s head
to which he or points. Then, there is a natural equivalence of strategies
coming from renumbering the hats on one or both players’ heads (possibly
in different ways). Formally, let σ1, σ2 ∈ S3 be the renumberings. Then, the
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success rate of (f1, f2) is the same as the success rate of (σ1 ◦ f1 ◦ σ−12 , σ2 ◦
f2 ◦ σ−11 ).

Under the two equivalences above, all the optimal strategies were seen to be
equivalent, giving the following result. Furthermore, by computing the success rate
in terms of p, we were able to verify that the same strategy (together with its
equivalent formulations) is optimal for any p.

Lemma 2.1. Up to equivalence, there is a unique optimal strategy for the game
described above when each player is given three hats. Furthermore, this strategy is
optimal for all p ∈ (0, 1).

Table 1 describes one of the symmetric optimal strategies.

White hats ∅ {1} {2} {1, 2} {3} {1, 3} {2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
Picture ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Choice any 1 3 1 2 2 3 any

Table 1. Optimal strategy on 3 hats

In the case that p = 1
2 , there are 22 out 64 equally likely cases in which the

strategy wins, giving a probability of winning as 22/64. For general p, the strategy
wins in the same 22 cases, but these occur with different probabilities as shown in
Table 2 below. For convenience, we assume a player who sees all hats of the same
colour points to the first hat on his or her own head. The columns correspond to
the distribution of white hats on player 1’s head and the rows to the distribution
on player 2’s. The cells are blank when the players lose.

��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

���
��� p2q4 p3q3 p4q2

��� p2q4 p3q3

��� p3q3 p4q2 p4q2 p5q
��� p2q4 p3q3

��� p3q3 p4q2 p4q2 p5q
��� p3q3 p4q2 p4q2

��� p4q2 p5q p5q p6

Table 2. Winning combinations with probability of each event
given in the block

The sum of all the winning probabilities is:

VS0
(p) = 3p2q4 + 6p3q3 + 8p4q2 + 4p5q + p6 = 3p2 − 6p3 + 8p4 − 6p5 + 2p6

For p = 1
2 we get VS0

( 1
2 ) = 22/64.
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2.2. Adaptation to Infinite Hats. We give four adaptations of the above 3-hat
strategy to the general game that performed well in cases of up to 12 hats for
various values for p. As explained below, we assume, without loss of generality,
that the first group of 3 hats considered are the hats in positions 1 to 3, and that
the second group of 3 hats are either in positions 3 to 5 or 4 to 6, and so on.

Strategy S1:

(1) If the first three hats of the other player are not all of the same colour, play
the 3-hat strategy.

(2) If the first three hats of the other player are BBB or WWW, repeat S1 on
hats 3 through ∞.

Strategy S2:

(1) If the first three hats of the other player are not all of the same colour, play
the 3-hat strategy.

(2) If the first three hats of the other player are BBB or WWW, repeat S2 on
hats 4 through ∞.

2.3. Dual Strategies. For a given strategy S, we denote by Sd the dual strategy to
S, where ‘dual’ refers to switching the roles of W and B. Note that S2 is isomorphic
to its own dual, by which we mean that under reordering of the hats, the strategies
are identical. The dual to S1 is not isomorphic to S1; we will denote it by S3.

Remark 2.1. Another way to obtain S3 is to do the construction done for S1 on the
three hat strategy dual to S0. Furthermore, if we repeat the same construction on
the remaining three hat strategies equivalent to S0, we can obtain a total of three
strategies: S1, S3 and another strategy S4 which has VSd

4
= VS4 , given by

VS4
(p) = p(1+7p−21p2+35p3−20p4−14p5+40p6−48p7+40p8−22p9+7p10−p11)

(1−p+p2)(1+p−p2)(2−2p+p2)(1+p2)(1+p)(2−p)

One of the three hat strategies that leads to S4 is provided in Table 3. The com-
putation of VS4(p) follows that of VS1(p) in Section 3.1, however, since it never
surpasses S2, the proof is omitted.

White hats ∅ {1} {2} {1, 2} {3} {1, 3} {2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
Picture ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Choice 1 2 1 1 3 2 3 1

Table 3. Another Equivalent Three Hat Strategy

The following gives a formula for calculating the effectiveness of a dual strategy
in terms of the original strategy. For a given strategy S for the hat game with
probability p of a W hat, let Ax1,x2

S (p) be the event that player 1 chooses an x1 hat
on his head (x1 ∈ {W,B}) and player 2 chooses an x2 hat on his head. As is usual,
we shall use P(·) to denote the probability of an event.

Lemma 2.2. For all strategies S and dual strategies Sd and all p ∈ [0, 1],

VSd(p) = 2p− 1 + VS(1− p).
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Proof. The probability of player 1 getting a B hat is q, which gives the following

observation: q = P(AB,W
Sd (p)) + P(AB,B

Sd (p)). In the following derivation, we use
this observation and also the equivalent one for W hats.

VSd(p) = P(AW,W
Sd (p))

= P(AB,B
S (q))

= p− P(AB,W
S (q))

= p− (q − P(AW,W
S (q)))

= p− q + P(AW,W
S (q))

= 2p− 1 + VS(q).

�

3. Computing Lower Bounds

3.1. Computing performance of S1. We break the calculation into 7 cases:
Case 1: Both players are monochromatic to same odd position. By ‘monochro-

matic up to an odd position 2n+ 1’ we mean that a player has either all W or all
B up to position 2n+ 1 but not up to position 2n+ 3.

Case 1(a): Both players start W and have W hats up to position 2n+ 1 but not
to position 2n + 3, for some integer n. The probability of winning conditioned on
this is given by the Table 4, which shows hats in position 2n+ 1, 2n+ 2 and 2n+ 3
for both players:

��� ��� ���

��� p2q2 p2q2 pq3

��� p2q2

��� pq3 q4

Table 4. Case 1(a)

The probability of this case occurring and the players winning is:

p2(3p2q2 + 2pq3 + q4) + p6(3p2q2 + 2pq3 + q4) + p10(3p2q2 + 2pq3 + q4) + . . .

which we can simplify by summing the geometric series to obtain:

(pq)2(1 + 2p2)

1− p4
.

Case 1(b): Both players start B and have B hats up to position 2n+ 1 but not
to position 2n + 3, for some integer n. The probability of winning conditioned on
this is given by Table 5, which shows hats in position 2n+ 1, 2n+ 2 and 2n+ 3:

��� ��� ���

��� p4 p3q
��� p2q2

��� p3q p2q2

Table 5. Case 1(b)
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The probability of this case occurring and the players winning is:

q2(p4 + 2p3q + 2p2q2) + q6(p4 + 2p3q + 2p2q2) + q10(p4 + 2p3q + 2p2q2) + . . .

which simplifies to:

(pq)2

1− q2
.

Case 1(c): One player starts W and the other starts B, or vice versa, and both
are monochrome to the same odd position.

��� ��� ���

��� p3q
��� p2q2

���

Table 6. Case 1(c)

The probability of this case occurring and the players winning is:

pq(p3q + p2q2) + p3q3(p3q + p2q2) + p5q5(p3q + p2q2) + . . .

which simplifies to:

(pq)2(p2 + pq)

1− (pq)2
=

p3q2

1− (pq)2
.

Finally, notice that the roles of the two players could be interchanged here so we
double the above probability to get:

2p3q2

1− (pq)2
.

Case 2: Players are monochromatic to different odd positions.
Case 2(a): The taller monochromatic stack is B. In this case the player with the

taller B stack will always choose a B hat, so the probability of winning is 0.
Case 2(b): The taller monochromatic stack is W.
Case 2(b)(i): The taller monochromatic W stack is taller than the shorter one

by at least 2 odd positions. In this case, the player with the taller W stack always
guesses correctly. The player with the shorter stack guesses correctly with probabil-
ity p since his guess is uncorrelated with the other player’s guess. To calculate the
probability of winning in this case, note the probability of a player being monochro-
matic up to odd position 2n+ 1 and not to 2n+ 3 is p2n+1(1− p2) + q2n+1(1− q2).
The probability of the other player being monochromatic W up to at least position
2n+5 is p2n+5. Thus, the probability of this case occurring and the players winning
is:

∞∑
n=0

(p2n+1(1− p2) + q2n+1(1− q2))p2n+5

which simplifies to

p6(1− p2)

1− p4
+
p5q(1− q2)

1− (pq)2
.
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Thus, the probability of winning in this case is obtained by multiplying by p and
by 2, giving:

2p7(1− p2)

1− p4
+

2p6q(1− q2)

1− (pq)2
.

Case 2(b)(ii) The taller W stack is monochrome W to odd position 2n + 3 and
the shorter stack is monochrome W to position 2n + 1, for some integer n. The
player with the taller W stack always guesses correctly. The player with the shorter
W stack guesses correctly according to Table 7, which shows hats in position 2n+1
to 2n+ 5 for the player with the taller W stack, and 2n+ 1, 2n+ 2 and 2n+ 3 for
the other player. Note that in the middle row, the player with the shorter stack
guesses hat in position 2n + 4 and so has probability p of being correct, which is
multiplied by the probability of the situation occurring.

��� ��� ���

����� p2q2

����� p3q2 p3q2 p2q3

����� pq3

Table 7. Case 2(b)(ii)

If this case occurs, then the probability of winning is given by:

p2q2 + 2p3q2 + p2q3 + pq3 = pq2(1 + p+ p2).

The probability of this case occurring and the players winning is, therefore, given
by:

p4pq2(1 + p+ p2) + p8pq2(1 + p+ p2) + p12pq2(1 + p+ p2) + . . .

which simplifies to:
p5q(1− p3)

1− p4
.

Taking into account that either player could have the taller stack we get a proba-
bility of winning as

2p5q(1− p3)

1− p4
.

2(b)(iii) The taller W stack is monochrome W to odd position 2n + 3 and the
shorter stack is monochrome B to position 2n + 1, for some integer n. The player
with the taller W stack always guesses correctly. The player with the shorter B
stack guesses correctly according to Table 8.

��� ��� ���

����� p3q p2q2

����� p4q p3q2 p3q2

����� p2q2 pq3

Table 8. Case 2(b)(iii)

If this case occurs, then the probability of wining is given by:

p4q + 2p3q2 + p3q + 2p2q2 + pq3 = pq(1 + p− pq2).
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The probability of this case occurring and the players winning is, therefore, given
by:

p3qpq(1 + p− pq2) + p5q3pq(1 + p− pq2) + p7q5pq(1 + p− pq2) + . . .

which simplifies to:

p4q2(1 + p− pq2)

1− (pq)2
.

Taking into account that either player could have the taller stack we get a proba-
bility of winning as:

2p4q2(1 + p− pq2)

1− (pq)2
.

The sum of all the above cases, replacing q with 1− p gives:

VS1
(p) =

p(1 + p+ p2 + 3p3 − 3p4 + p5)

2 + p+ p2 + p3 − p4

3.2. Computing performance of S2. This strategy wins in the following cases:
(a) Neither player has WWW or BBB as their first three hats. The probability

of this occurring and the players winning is 3p2q4 + 6p3q3 + 6p4q2 (see Table 2).
(b) One player has WWW as their first three hats, and the other does not have

either WWW or BBB. Either of the two players can have the WWW stack, which
occurs with probability of p3 and the probability of not having WWW or BBB is
1 − p3 − q3. The probability of this case occurring is,therefore, 2p3(1 − p3 − q3).
The probability of winning given this case is p since the player with WWW guesses
correctly, and the other player chooses a hat in position 4 or greater, which has
probability p of being W. Thus, 2p3(1 − p3 − q3)p is the probability of this case
occurring and the players winning.

(c) Both players have either BBB or WWW as their first three hats, which occurs
with probability p6 + 2p3q3 + q6 = (p3 + q3)2. Then the strategy looks to the next
three hats and this repeats giving an infinite sum with ratio (p3 + q3)2.

The overall probability of a win is therefore:

VS2(p) =
(3p2q4 + 6p3q3 + 6p4q2) + 2p3(1− p3 − q3)p

1− (p3 + q3)2

=
p(1− p+ p2 + p3)

2− 3p+ 3p2

3.3. Computing performance of S3. By using Lemma 2.2 and the fact that S3

is the dual of S1 we obtain:

VS3(p) =
q(1 + q + q2 + 3q3 − 3q4 + q5)

2 + q + q2 + q3 − q4
− 1 + 2p

=
p(1 + 5p− 10p2 + 10p3 − 5p4 + p5)

(2− 2p+ p2)(1 + p)(2− p)

3.4. Proof of Theorem A. We note that when p > 1
2 , S3 is the most successful of

the three strategies considered here, so V (p) ≥ VS3(p) is our strongest lower bound
on this interval.

Similarly, when p < 1
2 , S1 is the most successful strategy, so V (p) ≥ VS1(p) on

this interval.
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Finally, all four strategies provide the same probability of winning when p = 1
2 ,

so V ( 1
2 ) ≥ 0.35 = VS1

( 1
2 ) = VS2

( 1
2 ) = VS3

( 1
2 ) = VS4

( 1
2 ).

This completes the proof of Theorem A.

Remark 3.1. The strategies S2 and S4 are included because they provide non-
equivalent strategies for the most studied case of p = 1

2 .

4. The Matrix Game and Upper Bounds

4.1. The Matrix Game. Given a probability distribution, P, on the real numbers,
and a matrix of real numbers,

M =


r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,n
r2,1 r2,2 · · · r2,n

...
...

. . .
...

rm,1 rm,2 · · · rm,n


we can play the following two-player co-operative game.

Player 2: Chooses an equivalence relation, ∼, on the set {1, . . . , n} (or, equiv-
alently, on the set of columns of M).

Universe: Assigns a real number to each equivalence class, using independent
selections from P.

We then form a vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) where each entry vj is the real num-
ber assigned to the equivalence class of j. We say that the vector v respects the
equivalence relation ∼ because equivalent columns are assigned the same value.

Player 1: chooses a row, r(v), of M and reports the dot product of this row
with the Universe’s vector, r(v) · v.

Player 1 and 2 wish to maximize the dot product. As Player 1 can easily compute
the dot product for each row, it is trivial for her to choose the maximal dot product
and the outcome of the game is a function only of the chosen equivalence relation.

Score: The score of the game for a particular equivalence relation is the expected
value of the reported dot product divided by the number of columns. That is

S(M,∼) =
1

n

∑
v

max
i

(ri · v)P (v)

=
1

n

∑
v

(r(v) · v)P (v)

where the probability of each vector, P (v), depends on the particular choice of ∼.
Value: The value of the matrix is the least upper bound of the score over all

choices of equivalence relation.

V (M) = sup
∼
S(M,∼)

There are two cases of particular interest to us. One of these cases gives a lower
bound for the hats game and the other an upper bound. Notably as mentioned in
Theorem D these two bounds meet asymptotically.
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4.2. Lower bounds from the matrix game. For a fixed rational value of p we
can get a lower bound on the hat probability by playing the matrix game on a
complete matrix of appropriately weighted bits, for example:

L3, 12
=

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1


or

L2, 23
=

(
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

)
This is equivalent to playing the hat game where Player 2 looks only at the first
few hats of Player 1, but Player 1 can look at all of Player 2’s hats. The columns
of L3, 12

represent the possible colourings of Player 1’s first three hats with p = 1
2 ,

while L2, 23
represents the posible colourings of her first 2 hats with p = 2

3 with the

repeated rows representing the proportionate likelihood of the colourings. Player
2’s hat strategy assigns one of his own hats to each such colouring. This gives an
equivalence relation on the columns, where two columns are equivalent if they are
assigned to the same hat.

A vector v corresponds to a colouring on Player 2’s head; vi is the value of the
hat in the position on Player 2’s head chosen by the given strategy. When Player
1 chooses the best row, she is really choosing a hat on her own head that is most
likely to give a pair of matching ones when Player 2 uses his strategy.

The score S(M,∼) is the probability of both players guessing white hats, and
the value V (M) is the probability of this occuring for the optimal strategy.

This gives a lower bound for the complete hat game because it restricts the hats
that Player 2 can look at, but does not give any advantage over the original game

4.3. Upper bounds from the matrix game. To get an upper bound with p = a
b ,

we take the matrix in which each column has 0’s and 1’s with probability p 1’s. It
can have duplicate columns. Then, when we play the game on this matrix, we get
an upper bound. To see this, imagine the following scenario for the matrix U :

U =

0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0


We generate randomly an infinite sequence of rows from U . This produces, in
this case five, infinite sequences of bits. Since each of the columns contain two
thirds ones, each of the five infinite sequences is uniformly distributed over the
set of possible sequences with p = 2

3 . We then reveal to the two Players that
Player 1’s hat sequence will be randomly chosen from this set of five. Although
the five infinite sequences are not independent, this final selection will still be a
randomly chosen sequence of hats. Player 2’s hat strategy will assign one of his
own hats to each of these possible sequences for Player 1. As before, this creates
an equivalence relation on the five columns of U where two columns are equivalent
if the sequences they generated are assigned by Player 2 to the same hat. Since we
generated infinitely many independent selections from the rows of U , by the second
Borel-Cantelli lemma each row is almost surely choosen infintely often. Therefore,
when Player 1 chooses one of her own hats, it is equivalent to choosing one of the
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rows of U . The reason that this is an upper bound for the hat game is because the
Players are given extra information. They are not restricted in any way and they
do not have to use this extra information if they don’t want to, so this cannot hurt
them. But it may help.

4.4. The meeting of upper and lower bounds. For each rational probability
p = a

b in lowest terms and for each positive integer multiple of b, m, let Lm,p be a
m × bm matrix whose columns are the elements of {0, 1}m repeated at(b − a)m−t

times when they contain t ones.
Similarly, let Um,p be the m×

(
m
mp

)
submatrix of Lm,p consisting only of columns

with mp ones (ignoring repeated columns). As shown in the previous sections,
V (Lm,p) is a lower bound for the value of the two-person hat game with white hat
probability p and V (Um,p) is an upper bound. We will now prove Theorem D.
Lemma 4.1. (Determinism lemma) If there are duplicate columns in M then
Player 2 may as well put them in the same equivalence class when playing the
matrix game on M .

Proof. This is just a simple convexity argument. More precisely, let ∼ be an equiv-
alence relation chosen by Player 2. Let c and d be two duplicate columns in two
different equivalence classes, C and D, resp. Consider the two equivalence rela-
tions, ∼C and ∼D which are identical to ∼ except that in ∼C we move column d
to C and in ∼D we move column c to D. Let v be any vector that respects ∼. We
form two new vectors vC and vD that are identical to v except in positions c and
d, where we have vCc = vCd = vc and vDc = vDd = vd. Note that vC respects ∼C

and vD respects ∼D. Note also that these mappings might not be one-to-one; if
d is the only member of D, then it is possible that vC = wC even though v 6= w.
In this case we will count vC and wC as two different vectors, so we can write
P (v) = P (vC) = P (vD). Let r be any row of M . Then r · c = r · d because c and d
are duplicate columns.

So r · v = (r · vC + r · vD)/2. If we let r(v) denote the row that Player 1 assigns
to v then this gives us that

2
∑
v

(r(v) · v)P (v) =
∑
v

(r(v) · vC)P (vC) +
∑
v

(r(v) · vD)P (vD)

Therefore, at least one of sums on the right is at least as big as the sum on the left.
Assume, without loss of generality, that

∑
v(r(v) · v)P (v) ≤

∑
v(r(v) · vC)P (vC).

Then S(M,∼) ≤ S(M,∼C). �
Lemma 4.2. (Duplication lemma) If all columns are replicated the same number
of times, this does not change the value of the matrix.

Proof. Suppose M2 is an m × kn matrix formed from the m × n matrix M1 by
duplicating each column of M1 a total of k times. Let ∼2 be an equivalence relation
chosen by Player 2 on M2. By the Determinism Lemma we can assume that ∼2

assigns each set of identical columns to the same equivalence class. Let ∼1 be the
restriction of ∼1 to the original matrix M1. Let v1 be any vector of numbers that
respect ∼1 and let v2 be the expansion. Let r be a row of M2. Then r · v2 = kr · v1
Therefore, S(M2,∼2) = S(M1,∼1). �
Lemma 4.3. (Erasure lemma) If we remove a small proportion ε of the columns
of M the value changes by at most 2ε

1−ε .
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Proof. Let r be any row of M with n columns, and v any vector of size n whose
entries are zeros and ones. Then when the columns are removed, r · v, which is at
most n, becomes r′ · v′ and decreases by some amount kn where 0 ≤ k ≤ ε. So∣∣∣∣r · vn − r′ · v′

n(1− ε)

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣r · vn − r · v − kn
n(1− ε)

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣−εr · v + kn

n(1− ε)

∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣ −ε1− ε

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣ k

1− ε

∣∣∣∣
≤ 2ε

1− ε

�
Lemma 4.4. (Perturbation Lemma) Let ε be a number and let E be a matrix of
numbers which is the same size as M ,

E =


ε1,1 ε1,2 · · · ε1,n
ε2,1 ε2,2 · · · ε2,n

...
...

. . .
...

εm,1 εm,2 · · · εm,n


such that the average absolute value on any row satisfies

1

n

n∑
j=1

|εi,j | < ε.

Then |V (M + E)− V (M)| < ε.

Proof. Upon adding E to M , each dot product v · ri changes by less than nε. So
the value of the best dot product for vi changes by less than nε. So the value of
the matrix changes by less than nε

n = ε. �

We now prove Theorem D.

Proof. We first give a brief outline. We shall begin with Lm,p and using the Du-
plication, Erasure and Pertubation lemmas will move to Um,p and notice that the
value of V will not have changed much. Each entry of Lm,p is in {0, 1}. We will
first duplicate the columns of Lm,p (each column duplicated the same number of
times). Then we will remove a small proportion of the columns, ones that are far
out of balance. Then we will flip some values of the remaining columns, in order to
bring them in balance. Each entry is changed by a perturbation εi,j ∈ {1, 0,−1}.
In order to appeal to the Perturbation Lemma, we will need to keep the average
absolute values of these perturbations small along each row, which is the same as
keeping the proportion of changes small along each row.

But we will keep a symmetry of the rows, so that each row will receive the same
number of changes. So it suffices to keep small, the proportion of the matrix that
is changed. The resulting matrix will be a duplication of Um,p, finishing the proof.

More precisely, fix ε and using the Law of Large Numbers, let m be large enough
that a proportion of at most ε of the columns of Lm,p are within m bits of having
ma
b ones (i.e., if 1 appears in a column k times then |k − mp| ≥ mε times). We
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delete any column that does not satisfy this condition. This deletes at most a
proportion ε of the columns and so by the Erasure Lemma this changes the score
by at most 2ε/(1−ε). For each of the remaining columns, duplicate it a total of m!
times. By the Duplication Lemma, this does not change the value of the matrix.

Now replace each of these duplicates by one of the
(
max(k,m−k)

kmp

)
nearest balanced

neighbors, where k is the number of one bits in this column. Then each neighbor
is used the same whole number of times. �

5. Computing Upper Bounds

5.1. Some specific upper bounds. It is of course possible to compute upper
bounds for specific values of p by applying the above methods to particular ma-
tricies. Some examples are given below. They complete the proof of part iii of
Theorem C.

U =



100100000011
100010001100
100001110000
010100010100
010010100001
010001001010
001100101000
001010010010
001001000101


Gives an upper bound of 0.22130772748056718 for p = 1

3

U =



011011111100
011101110011
011110001111
101011101011
101101011110
101110110101
110011010111
110101101101
110110111010


Gives an upper bound of 0.5546410608139003 for p = 2

3

5.2. A general upper bound. In general we can apply the above method to an
b ×

(
b
a

)
matrix. We shall compute upper bounds on this matrix game which will in

turn be upper bounds on the hats games for p = a
b .

We will use the Ax1,x2 notation from Section 2.3, and use ∗ to denote arbitrary
colour. Furthermore, note that AW,W and AW,B are mutually exclusive, which
leads to

P(AW,W ) = P(AW,∗)− P(AW,B)

We know that P(AW,∗) = p. So all that remains is to bound the value of P(AW,B).

Lemma 5.1. With additional information provided to the players, there is no strat-
egy that does better than

a

b
−
(a
b

)(b
a) (

1− a

b

)
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Proof. We use the observation above that

P(AW,W ) = p− P(AW,B).

In particular, suppose that the players agreed strategy is that Player 1 will choose a
hat from a fixed list x1, . . . , xk (k ≤

(
b
a

)
). Suppose that all of these hats are white,

which happens with probability pk ≥ p(
b
a), then Player 2 picks a black hat with

probability 1− p. This means that P(AW,B) ≥ p(
b
a)(1− p). So,

V
(a
b

)
≤ a

b
−
(a
b

)(b
a) (

1− a

b

)
.

�

To complete the proof of Theorem C, we observe that by duality discussed in
Section 2.3, we also have

V
(a
b

)
≤ a

b
−
(

1− a

b

)(b
a) (a

b

)
.

We compare the two bounds and discover that they are stronger on the intervals
claimed in Theorem C.

Remark 5.1. The upper bound in Lemma 5.1 is sharp for the case when p = n−1
n ,

in that one can describe a strategy with exactly the claimed win rate.

Remark 5.2. Assuming V (p) is differentiable, using Theorem C, one can calculate
an upper bound on the derivative of the function V (p) at 0, and a lower bound at
1. Also, one can use Theorem A to calculate the lower bound at 0 and upper at 1.
Namely: 1

2 ≤ V
′(0) ≤ 1− 1

e and 1 + 1
e ≤ V

′(1) ≤ 3
2 .

6. Ideas for Future Work

In this paper we have concentrated on strategies that are natural generalizations
of strategies on finitely many hats. The nature of the problem changes drastically
when one considers all possible strategies, of which there are uncountably many

(actually even more than continuum: 22
ℵ0

) and, as such, there are strategies that
cannot be described in finite amount of time. For this reason, the authors only
express Conjecture 1.1 for the finite case.

It would of course be helpful to have a more computationally feasible method of
computing matrix upper bounds, or alternatively a more computationally friendly
method of computing upper bounds. The difficulty with improving improving upper
bounds from the matrix method is that each incremental improvement involves
computational complexity on the order of Bell(2n+1 − 2), where Bell(k) denotes
the kth Bell number.

This game also presents several natural generalizations:

(1) What if we have more than 2 colours of hats with various payoff schemes?
(2) What if we have more than 2 players, and each player can see the hats

of everyone other than themselves? (Of particular interest may be the
asymptotic behavior as the number of players goes to infinity.) Work of
Peter Winkler [Win14] provides a success rate of approximately 1/ log n for
the case of n players.

(3) Different payoff schemes may be considered in the case of more than 2
players, for example, maximizing the probability of having at least 2 out of
3 (or k out of n) white hats.
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